SECRET

TO: JUICIDIO HAVANA SHOSH
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH 7
INFO: DD/P, COP, ADDP/A, S/C 2

ROUTING

PRIORITY

INFO

PRIOGTY BARS

CITE OR

OUT 61524

5/24/60

46877

1. WE AGREE THAT ON FACE OF REPORT NEW AIR WORTHY CONSIDERATION OF EXCLUSION SHOSH PROGRAM. HOWEVER, AS WITH ALL OTHER MINISTER GROUP WEAKNESSES OF VERIFICATION OF 2350 ISSUES DESIGNATED AND DETERMINATION THEIR LEADERSHIP AND WHAT RELATION COULD OR SHOULD BE TO ACCORD.

2. AVAILABLE INFORMATION AVAILABLE MINISTERIAL AIR TAKES AND IT IS USEFUL TO ASSESS POLITICAL IMPORTANCE OF AIR WOULD TAKE ON POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE WOULD NOT BE HIGHLY OVERLOOKED.

3. RECOGNIZE HAVANA AIR REACHES KNOWLEDGE OF AND DISPOSITION TOWARD AIR AND IF ASSUMED LEADERSHIP WOULD BE REACTIVE AIRSHIP CONTACT IN CUBA TO DISCUSS SALT IN THE CONNECTION WHAT IS STATUS OF MINISTER SUBJECT.

4. PROPOSAL SUGGEST ANACONDA OR WILL ADVISE AIRSHIP CONTACT ANACONDA IN SALT. ALSO SUGGEST TEAR DEPARTURE IN WILL BE HELD FROM THE ISSUE WITH AIRSHIP.
5. FOR NEXT: REQUEST DISCUSS REF A WITH AMSAIL AND ADVISE HIM REACTION AND EVALUATION AIR. PREFER FOR THIS BEING YOU OBTAIN FROM DISCUSSION KEY OP POSSIBILITY GROUP INCLUDE MANUEL RAY.

6. FOR RAY: TO FACILITATE CHECKS PLEASE PROVIDE RATINGS OF INDIVIDUALS LISTED IN REF A.

END OF MESSAGE

WH Comments: # Ref revealed details supplied by AMSAIL re anti-Castro group be instrumental in forming, called Accion Democratica Revolucionaria (ADR). Station of opinion should be given serious consideration in total SMARC program.
# AMSAIL requested approval meet with Jose DUARTE, Manuel RAY and David SALVADOR.
# Contact approved with stipulations.